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The Quantum Supremacy 
Race is On

Development of quantum computing has skyrocketed
from its secretive depths. The race to quantum
supremacy has intensified in recent years:

❖ Google claimed Quantum Supremacy in October 
2019.

❖ Amazon launched BRAKET quantum service in 
December 2019.

❖ Honeywell claimed its H1 has quadrupled its 
previous performance in March 2021.

❖ China announced its quantum computer 
prototype, JiuZhang, which is multiple times faster 
than the world’s fastest supercomputer.

❖ Netherland established the Quantum Delta to 
accelerate its leading role in quantum technology.

❖ Israel just joined the race by announcing it’s 
spending $60 M to build quantum computer.

❖ IBM released latest roadmap in May 2022:           
1121 qubits (2023) → 1386 qubits (2024) → 4158 
qubits (2025) → 100,000+ qubits (2026) – double 
exponential growth

https://ai.googleblog.com/2019/10/quantum-supremacy-using-programmable.html
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2019/12/introducing-amazon-braket/
https://www.honeywell.com/us/en/news/2021/03/quantum-milestone-how-we-quadrupled-performance
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-12/04/c_139561941.htm
https://thequantumdaily.com/2021/01/28/launching-quantum-delta-nl-dutch-players-join-forces-to-build-the-future-of-quantum-technology/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-03-03/israel-allocates-60-million-to-build-first-quantum-computer


The Quantum Supremacy 
Race is On

The ability for quantum computers to perform
complex mathematical problems makes them ideal
to tackle logistical and optimization problems.
Quantum computers don’t work like the classical
computer of today and they are probably too
expensive to be used for emailing and word
processing. The likely future state is having
quantum processors work alongside classical
computers to focus on solving specific problems
where quantum computer outperform.

According to a recent report from Canada’s
Department of National Defense and the Canadian
Armed Forces, quantum technologies have a wide
array of defense, safety and security applications,
and are likely to have disruptive effect when they
are employed at scale. For instance, the ability to
solve optimization-based logistics and the breaking
of most currently implemented cryptographic
protocols.

Quantum computing, in the hands of malicious
actors, can create disastrous repercussions. For
government leaders in the national security who
have significant stakes in protecting their people’s
lives, doing nothing is not an option.

https://www.canada.ca/en/department-national-defence/corporate/reports-publications/dnd-caf-quantum-science-and-technology-strategy/foreword.html


In 1994, Peter Shor at MIT University, devised an
algorithm and demonstrated how it could be
used by quantum computers to break those
cryptography which is based upon Integer
Factorisation such as RSA or the Discrete Log
Problem. Such outdated cryptography is still
being widely adopted now in digital signatures
and PKI, making data highly unsecure.

The exponential computing power that quantum
computers have will help to improve our world
immensely. However, it will also make data
stored under current security regimes (which is
mostly based on factorization) vulnerable to
attack. Given the recent intensified race to
Quantum Supremacy, many suspect that Q-Day*
may be very close, if not already here.

Fortunately, non factorisation cryptography has
long existed and scientists have been actively
searching for the cryptography system that can
stand against classical and quantum computer
attacks, as well as interoperating with existing
communication protocols and networks to
replace RSA.

Quantum Threat:         
Shor’s Algorithm

* Q-Day is the day quantum computers can render all current integer
factorisation based encryption methods e.g. RSA meaningless

http://www-math.mit.edu/~shor/papers/algsfqc-dlf.pdf


The Search for
Quantum-safe Cryptography

Since 2010, many industry and standards organisations have
been researching and finding the “Post Quantum
Cryptography”, such as:

❖ European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI)

❖ National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

❖ PQCrypto

❖ SAFEcrypto

❖ CREST Crypto-Math

NIST has drawn the most attention and participation due to
its long established leading role in developing effective
solutions and standards (e.g. Advanced Encryption
Standard). And NIST’s post-quantum cryptography
standards are likely to be widely adopted. But will they be
ready in time?



NIST is Making Progress
But will it be ready In-Time?

5 Quantum-safe Technologies (2016):

❖ Code-based encryption

❖ Lattice-based encryption 

❖ Hash-based encryption

❖ Multivariate-based encryption 

❖ Super-singular ECC Isogeny

After 3 rounds (2022):

Code-based: 3 remain to pick 1

Lattice-based: 3 recommended

Hash-based: 1 recommended

Multivariate-based eliminated

Super-singular ECC: 1 remain*

* May be eliminated in the final round
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NIST is Making Progress
Will it be ready In-Time?

Since 2016, NIST has been undertaking a
competition-like process of selecting one or more
encryption algorithms for the post-quantum era.

Originally NIST suggested to announce their
standards and recommendations for quantum-safe
protocols in 2024. Due to the faster-than-
anticipated acceleration in quantum developments,
in July 2022, after 3 rounds of studies and
eliminations NIST came up with 4 preliminary
recommended algorithms and are proceeding
further to pick 1 more from the code-based
category and Supersingular elliptic curve category
in the final round.

Is it possible to act before NIST completes its
selection process essentially gaining extra 3 years
of preparation time now? The answer is YES
because IronCAP already adopts the clear winner
of NIST’s fierce competition.



IronCAP, your vanguard 
built with PQC standards

In 2016, with profound scientific foresight and
technical confidence, IronCAP adopted Goppa code-
based algorithm (Goppa code-based) for its public-
key encryption technology because it was the
strongest and the most time tested.

Not surprisingly, NIST also selected Goppa code-
based algorithm as one of its finalists. Furthermore, it
has chosen 4 recommended algorithms in the lattice
and hash categories, which are already supported by
IronCAP.

You can make your system quantum-safe by
adopting NIST’s post-quantum cryptography
standard now by choosing IronCAP. Making your
applications and codes quantum-safe takes time
and you need to start the process immediately.
IronCAP’s seamless integration tools make it easy for
you.



IronCAP Technology 
Patent Portfolio
❖ Granted: US#11,271,715

Patent-Pending:

❖ Email security related

❖ PQC related

❖ Blockchain related x 2

❖ E-Wallet security related 
(steganography)

Applications and 
Use Cases
❖ Quantum-safe Email Encryption

❖ Quantum-safe Bitcoin ATM

❖ Quantum-safe Remote Access

❖ Thales Luna HSM Integration

❖ Blockchain: Quantum Native Token (QNT)

❖ Steganography

Application
(no change)

API
Standards

(no change)

IronCAP
(Added to RSA)



Anticipating Readiness for Q-Day

2026

2 year1 year1 year

NIST released 
standards

Product developed 
according to 

standards

Obtain 
certification

Market 
readiness

Implementation

❖ The day quantum computers can render all current encryption methods meaningless: Q-Day

❖ Difference between being quantum-safe 2-year-too early vs 2-year-too-late: EVERYTHING!!

❖ Hacker can grab your data today and wait till Q-Day to open it: Grab-and-Wait

2024 2027 2028 2030

2 years



Cryptocurrency and 
Blockchain: HACKABLE

Cryptocurrency and blockchains are widely
accepted today. Cryptocurrency is redefining the
conventional finance industry, and the blockchain
technology is changing the face of how businesses
and governments operate.

Once considered “unhackable”, blockchain end-
points are now being targeted and hacked – the
digital signature of the end-points used to be secure
are actually vulnerable to attacks from quantum
computers which have excessive computing power!

According to an article on Nasdaq, blockchain end-
points targeting reached new heights in May 2019
when hackers stole $40 million worth of Bitcoin from
Binance, one of the world’s biggest cryptocurrency
exchanges. Most crypto wallets in today’s market
are connected to the internet and therefore
VULNERABLE.

Wallet signature and validator/miner signature are
quantum-vulnerable. In September 2022, we have
demonstrated a blockchain with quantum-safe
wallets and validators/miners infrastructure.



Example Use Case #1: 
Digital Asset Exchange 
Machine (DAEM)

In December 2020, ix Fintech launched the world’s first
quantum-safe DAEM at Cyberport, Hong Kong. DAEM
allows trading of digital assets using cash and digital
wallets. Secure transactions are done by utilizing
IronCAP’s cryptographic technology for its key
generation, encryption, decryption, digital signature,
verification and other quantum-safe crypto functions.

DAEM adopts 2 layers of authentication to ensure end-
to-end security between:
1. User’s device and DAEM;
2. DAEM and the host application.

The next phase of DAEM will include IronCAP in its e-
wallets to further protect users’ end-points and their
digital assets. DAEM has 3 levels of security protection
with post-quantum computing security being the most
unique; making DAEM the world’s first quantum-safe
cryptocurrency machine.



Example Use Case #2: 
Quantum-safe Blockchain

In October 2022, a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) project had
been completed for a partner using Solana as the
underlying blockchain to integrate with IronCAP
Toolkits. The PoC had successfully proved a practical
integration of IronCAP Post-Quantum Cryptography
(PQC) technology into a blockchain to provide
quantum-safety.

The result was a quantum-safe token as well as a
network of quantum-safe validators with a practical
quantum-safe wallet demonstration.

An International patent application has been filed
alongside with the success of this PoC.

The demonstration of Quantum-Native-Token (QNT)
wallet is available at https://qnt-demo.ironcap.ca

https://qnt-demo.ironcap.ca/


Example Use Case #3: 
Thales Luna HSM 
Integration

Thales Luna HSM is a military-grade Tamper-proof,
hardware- based solution available in a wide range of
form factors and performance options for high
assurance encryption key protection.

Once the IronCAP™ PKCS#11 interface is installed, all
crypto functions will be accessible. Operationally,
Luna PKCS#11 works exclusively with Luna-FM.
IronCAP™ PKCS#11 interfaces with Luna PKCS#11 to
provide post-quantum cryptography support in Luna
Network HSM. Current applications utilizing the Luna
PKCS#11 can readily use IronCAP™ PKCS#11 for
existing mechanisms.

Functional
Modules

Traditional PKI
(e.g. RSA/ECC)

Post-Quantum PKI
(IronCAP)



Example Use Case #4: 
End-to-End Quantum-Safe
Email Security

IronCAP X™ is the world's first end-to-end email/file
encryption and digital signing system that utilizes the
IronCAP™ Toolkits as the underlying cryptographic
system to ensure safety against cyber attacks from not
only the conventional world of computers today but
also against future attacks from quantum computers.
IronCAP X™ simply integrates with your everyday email
client such as Outlook, Gmail, Yahoo, etc. to ensure
zero learning curve.

• End-to-end encryption (no MITM)
• End-to-end signature (stop phishing)
• Commercially available
• Free personal version
• Biz version: $9.95/month per user



Example Use Case #5: 
Remote Access

After the COVID pandemic, remote access became an
industry norm for business operations. Unfortunately,
the communication session in remote access products
in use today are using RSA as the key encryption.

With the integration of IronCAP Post-Quantum
Cryptography, I'm InTouch becomes the world's first
quantum-safe remote access product. This R&D
breakthrough ensures I'm InTouch is 100% secure all
the way into the new quantum computing era..



Example Use Case #6: 
Steganography

Using IronCAP’s patent-protected Goppa-code PQC
technology, secure data can be hidden in any media
file such as photo, audio, or video. This is the post-
quantum era of the ancient “watermark” technology.

The IronCAP steganographic technology is patent-
pending.

Practical utilities:
• Digital wallet private key backup
• Digital signature in NFT
• …



01 Communique Laboratory Inc. is one of the first-
to-market, enterprise level cybersecurity provider
for the quantum computing era. We are pleased to
partner with companies across the globe to protect
your data today and in the quantum future.

IronCAP Partners:

Copyrights 2022 © 01 Communique

www.ironcap.ca | www.01com.com
+1 905-795-2888 (tel)
+1 800-668-2185 (toll-free)
Sales@ironcap.ca

For more information:

Take Away:

• Quantum Threat is here
• Everything is vulnerable
• Need to act now
• IronCAP is the Solution

http://www.ironcap.ca/
http://www.01com.com/

